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Office Address:
Department of Economics, University of Chicago
1126 East 59th Street, Chicago, IL 60637 USA
Telephone: +1-773-834-9071, Fax: +1-773-702-8490
E-Mail: myerson@uchicago.edu
URL: http://home.uchicago.edu/~rmyerson/

Personal Information:
Born 1951, in Boston, Massachusetts. Citizenship: U.S.A.

Education:

Professional Experience:
Northwestern University: Professor (1982-2001), Associate Professor (1979-1982), Assistant Professor (1976-1979) of Managerial Economics and Decision Sciences.

Professional Honors and Responsibilities:
Fellow of the Econometric Society, elected 1983; Econometric Society offices:
Fellow of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences, elected 1993; Academy offices:
Game Theory Society, Vice President (2010-12), President (2012-14), Past President (2014-16).
Member National Academy of Sciences (elected 2009).
Member, Council on Foreign Relations (elected 2011).
Program Committee member for American Political Science Association 2002 annual meeting.
Doctor Honoris Causa awarded by Universität Basel, Switzerland (2002).
Nobel Memorial Prize in Economic Sciences, with Leo Hurwicz and Eric Maskin (2007).
Jean-Jacques Laffont Prize (Toulouse, 2009).
Oskar Morgenstern Medal, University of Vienna (2013).
Books:

Software:
Formlist.xla (for auditing formulas in Microsoft Excel) v1.5, 22 kb, updated 12/1999.
Available at http://home.uchicago.edu/~rmyerson/addins.htm

Op-ed piece in print newspapers:
"No one can be let off the hook for bringing democracy to Iraq", Chicago Tribune, Aug 4, 2004, page 21.

Papers:


80. With Dino Gerardi, "Sequential Equilibria in Bayesian Games with Communication,"
Games and Economic Behavior 60 (2007), 104-134.


109. "Local Agency Costs of Political Centralization" (April 2015).*

110. With Philip Reny, "Sequential Equilibria of Multi-Stage Games with Infinite Sets of Types and Actions" (May 2015).

111. "The Post-Conflict Gap in American Military Strategy" (April 2016).*

112. A Theoretical Perspective on Possible Political Reforms for the Philippines" (August 2016).*

113. "Public Political Capital for Economic Development" (October 2016).*


116. "Village Communities and Global Development" (June 2017).*

*Papers available at web site http://home.uchicago.edu/~rmyerson/research/